The ability to predict future outcomes increases the fitness of the animal. Decades of research have shown that dopamine neurons broadcast reward prediction error (RPE) signals-the discrepancy between actual and predicted reward-to drive learning to predict future outcomes. Recent studies have begun to show, however, that dopamine neurons are more diverse than previously thought. In this review, we will summarize a series of our studies that have shown unique properties of dopamine neurons projecting to the posterior "tail" of the striatum (TS) in terms of anatomy, activity, and function. Specifically, TSprojecting dopamine neurons are activated by a subset of negative events including threats from a novel object, send prediction errors for external threats, and reinforce avoidance behaviors. These results indicate that there are at least two axes of dopaminemediated reinforcement learning in the brain-one learning from canonical RPEs and another learning from threat prediction errors. We argue that the existence of multiple learning systems is an adaptive strategy that makes possible each system optimized for its own needs. The compartmental organization in the mammalian striatum resembles that of a dopamine-recipient area in insects (mushroom body), pointing to a principle of dopamine function conserved across phyla.
In natural environments, animals have multiple needs for survival-eating, drinking, avoiding dangers such as predators, and socializing. The above quote describes battles between various competing impulses (James 1890) . In selecting an action, animals must balance different needs. The ability to choose an appropriate action in these situations depends critically on the animal's ability to predict consequences of taking particular actions. Animals have various innate mechanisms to detect potential rewards or threats. In ever-changing environments, however, it is the ability to learn from experiences that enhances fitness of the animal.
It has been thought that the neurotransmitter dopamine plays a critical role in learning to predict future outcomes. Although largely confined to a few small midbrain nuclei such as the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc), dopamine-producing neurons project diffusely throughout the brain. Because of this unique anatomical feature, dopamine neurons are well-positioned to broadcast a specific signal to the rest of the brain. Combined with earlier studies pointing to the role of dopamine in reward (Olds and Milner 1954; Wise 2004) , studies of dopamine neurons have provided crucial insights into global algorithms by which the brain learns from reward. In this review, we will first describe previous studies on "canonical" dopamine involved in reward-based learning and then novel results pointing to the diversity of dopamine neurons or the idea of multiple dopamine systems.
CANONICAL DOPAMINE SIGNALS: REWARD PREDICTION ERRORS
In the 1970s, psychological studies of animal learning indicated that associative learning is driven by prediction errors-the discrepancy between actual and predicted outcome (Kamin 1969; Rescorla and Wagner 1972) . When the actual outcome is different from the predicted one, the prediction should be updated. When the prediction is accurate (i.e., when there is no prediction error), no learning will occur. Researchers in machine learning found that prediction error-based learning provides an efficient algorithm in computers that learn from trial and error (Sutton and Barto 1998) . In early 1990s, one of such algorithmstemporal difference (TD) learning-achieved human-level performance in a complex board game (backgammon) (Tesauro 1995) . More recently, a variant of TD learning algorithms (Q-learning; Watkins and Dayan 1992) , combined with deep learning, has achieved human-level performance in far more complex games (Mnih et al. 2015) .
A breakthrough in neuroscience came when Wolfram Schultz and colleagues recorded the activity of putative dopamine neurons in monkeys. It was noticed that the activity of dopamine neurons has remarkable resemblance to the type of RPEs used in TD learning algorithms (Schultz et al. 1997; Bayer and Glimcher 2005) . In classical conditioning paradigms in which a cue predicts reward, TD RPEs are distinguished by the following three features ( Fig. 1): 1. Activation by reward-predictive cues. Dopamine neurons are activated by cues that reliably predict reward. The magnitude of cue-evoked response scales with expected values of future reward. 2. Expectation-dependent reduction of reward response. Dopamine neurons are activated by unpredicted reward. Their response to reward is, however, reduced when the reward is predicted by a preceding cue. 3. Reward omission "dip." When predicted reward is omitted, dopamine neurons reduce their activity below their baseline firing.
Since then, these firing patterns have been observed in a variety of species and experimental conditions (Oleson et al. 2012; Schultz 2013; Watabe-Uchida et al. 2017) . However, as discussed below, whether all dopamine neurons convey TD RPE-like signals remained hotly debated. One difficulty in these studies had been that dopamine neurons were identified using indirect methods based on spike waveform and baseline firing rate (Ungless and Grace 2012) . To unambiguously identify dopamine neurons during recording, we tagged dopamine neurons with light-gated cation channel, channelrhodopsin-2 (Boyden et al. 2005; Lima et al. 2009 ), and identified them based on their responses to light (Cohen et al. 2012) . Using this method, we have characterized the activity of dopamine neurons in the lateral VTA in classical conditioning paradigms in mice. Our data showed that optogenetically identified dopamine neurons in the VTA show very similar response properties among each other, largely consistent with TD RPEs (Cohen et al. 2012 (Cohen et al. , 2015 Tian and Uchida 2015; Matsumoto et al. 2016; Starkweather et al. 2017 Starkweather et al. , 2018 . In one line of work, we found that their responses to reward were reduced by reward expectation in a purely subtractive fashion, and each neuron's response functions, both for unexpected and expected reward, were scaled versions of one another (Eshel et al. 2015 (Eshel et al. , 2016 , demonstrating a remarkable homogeneity in dopamine signals originating in this region. These studies have indicated that the brain employs a prediction error-based learning algorithm, akin to those developed in machine learning. Reinforcement learning theories provide normative perspectives on animal learning and dopamine functions.
NONCANONICAL DOPAMINE RESPONSES
Despite the success of the TD RPE account of dopamine signals, some studies have challenged this "canonical" view. First, some studies have found that at least some dopamine neurons are activated by aversive stimuli in addition to rewarding stimuli (Matsumoto and Hikosaka 2009) . This led to the proposal that these dopamine neurons, mainly located in the lateral part of SNc, signal "motivational salience" (the unsigned absolute value of an outcome) and facilitate a behavioral reaction when an important stimulus is detected (Matsumoto and Hikosaka 2009; Bromberg-Martin et al. 2010b ). Another deviation from TD RPEs is that some dopamine neurons are activated by novelty (Steinfels et al. 1983; Ljungberg et al. 1992; Horvitz et al. 1997; Rebec et al. 1997; Lak et al. 2016 ). There have been attempts to incorporate these novelty signals into the reinforcement learning framework: it was proposed that these signals represent a "bonus" to the RPE signals because novelty may be rewarding itself ("novelty bonus") or signal potential reward ("shaping bonus") (Kakade and Dayan 2002) . However, functions of these noncanonical dopamine signals have not been shown experimentally, and, therefore, whether motivational salience or novelty bonus well describes functions of dopamine neurons remains unclear.
DIVERSITY-CONNECTIVITY
In addition to showing diversity in their activity patterns (as described above), dopamine neurons differ in terms of gene expression and intrinsic neurophysiological properties (Lacey et al. 1989; Grimm et al. 2004; Lammel et al. 2008; Roeper 2013; Poulin et al. 2014; Lerner et al. 2015) . Importantly, these differences tend to correlate with where their axons project to (i.e., their projection targets).
As a foray into the diversity of dopamine neurons, we sought to compare anatomical properties of different populations of dopamine neurons (Watabe-Uchida et al. 2012) . We reasoned that because the pattern of activity is largely shaped by their inputs, studying the sources of monosynaptic input may provide not only insights into the basic mechanism of how dopamine responses are generated but also clues as to the diversity of dopamine neurons. To this goal, we applied a trans-synaptic rabies tracing system (Wickersham et al. 2007 ) to compare monosynaptic inputs for dopamine neurons in VTA versus SNc (Watabe-Uchida et al. 2012) . We found that these dopamine neuron populations receive input from overlapping but distinct sets of brain regions. Although this study distinguished dopamine subpopulations based on their locations of cell bodies, dopamine neurons projecting to different targets are intermingled in these areas. Recent studies have indicated the importance of distinguishing dopamine neurons based on their targets (Roeper 2013) . More recent studies, therefore, identified inputs to dopamine neurons separated by their projection targets Lerner et al. 2015; Menegas et al. 2015) . In our study (Menegas et al. 2015) , we combined rabies virusbased tracing with a brain-clearing method (CLARITY) (Chung et al. 2013) , light-sheet microscopy (Keller et al. 2010) , and automated analysis software. This allowed us to examine dopamine populations projecting to eight different targets. Based on this data set, we found that dopamine neurons projecting to the posterior "tail" of the striatum (TS) have a unique set of inputs compared to other populations projecting to the ventral striatum (VS), dorsal striatum (DS), globus pallidus, orbitofrontal cortex, medial prefrontal cortex, amygdala, and habenula (Figs. 2 and 3; Menegas et al. 2015) . Although the VS was a major source of input to all of the other seven populations, TSprojecting dopamine neurons received little from the VS. Instead, TS-projecting dopamine neurons received relatively larger numbers of input from dorsolaterally shifted regions such as the subthalamic nucleus, zona incerta, and globus pallidus (Fig. 2) . These results raised the possibility that TS-projecting dopamine neurons are particularly unique among dopamine neuron populations, and may show different activity patterns as well as functions.
DIVERSITY-ACTIVITY
The aforementioned results indicate the importance of distinguishing dopamine neurons according to their projection targets. Our previous electrophysiological recording using optogenetic identification (Cohen et al. 2012; Eshel et al. 2015 Eshel et al. , 2016 , however, did not allow us to identify their projection sites and mainly targeted VTA but not SNc. Dopamine signals in specific projection sites have been characterized using an electrochemical method (cyclic voltammetry) or a direct measurement of dopamine using microdialysis. Microdialysis is superior in chemical specificity but slow (on the order of tens of seconds to minutes). Cyclic voltammetry has a faster temporal resolution (tens to hundreds of milliseconds) but it is often difficult to isolate dopamine from other chemicals such as noradrenaline, restricting its application to specific brain areas where noradrenaline is scarce (e.g., VS). Nonetheless, early studies using cyclic voltammetry have provided critical information as to dopamine dynamics in specific targets. Roitman and colleagues measured dopamine concentrations in the VS (nucleus accumbens), and found that reward increased dopamine release, whereas aversive bitter taste decreased it (Roitman et al. 2008) , consistent with canonical dopamine responses. Hart and colleagues have provided evidence that the dopamine concentration in the VS faithfully encodes RPEs (Hart et al. 2014) . Contrary to these results in the VS, dopamine in other regions (e.g., dorsal striatum) did not necessarily follow RPEs and remained to be clarified (Brown et al. 2011) .
More recently, calcium sensor-based methods have been used to monitor dopamine neuron activities in a projection-specific manner. Fiber fluorometry (also called "fiber photometry") is used to measure fluorescent signals through fiber optics (Kudo et al. 1992) . Fiber fluorometry, combined with sensitive Ca 2+ indicators expressed in a cell type-specific manner, now allows one to monitor dopamine neuron population activities at cell bodies as well as at axon terminals (Gunaydin et al. 2014; Lerner et al. 2015; Howe and Dombeck 2016; Menegas et al. 2017) . Furthermore, two-photon Ca 2+ imaging has allowed one to monitor the activity of dopamine axons (Howe and Dombeck 2016) and at cell bodies (Engelhard et al. 2018) . Recent studies using these methods have begun to reveal dopamine signals in a projection-and cell type-specific manner (Howe and Dombeck 2016; Kim et al. 2016; Parker et al. 2016; Matias et al. 2017; Menegas et al. 2017 Menegas et al. , 2018 .
In our recent studies (Menegas et al. 2017 (Menegas et al. , 2018 , we monitored the activity of midbrain dopamine neurons projecting to the striatum, the major dopamine-recipient area in the brain (Fig. 4) . We compared dopamine axon Ca 2+ signals in four different areas of the striatum-ventral striatum (VS), dorsomedial striatum (DMS), dorsolateral striatum (DLS), and posterior "tail" of the striatum (TS) (Menegas et al. 2017) . A genetically encoded Ca 2+ indicator, GCaMP6, was expressed in dopamine neurons, and calcium signals from axons were collected from fiber optics implanted into the striatal regions in head-fixed mice performing in a classical conditioning paradigm (Fig. 4A) .
In the VS, we observed all the three features of RPErelated activities: activation by reward-predictive cues, reduction of reward responses by reward expectation, and a dip in activity caused by omission of predicted reward (Fig. 4B, left) . These RPE-related signals reflect outcome values: (1) The response to reward scaled with increasing amounts of water, (2) all negative outcomes that we tested (air puff, bitter taste, and omission of reward) inhibited them, and (3) neutral stimuli (e.g., pure tones with varying intensity) did not evoke notable responses. The reward responses were widespread across the dorsal striatum (DLS and DMS), whereas air puff responses were much weaker, but sometimes positive, in the dorsal striatum (also see Lerner et al. 2015) .
In the TS, in stark contrast to the VS (and DMS and DLS), rewards or reward-predictive cues caused little activation of dopamine axons, and varying amounts of water did not modulate the level of activation. It is of note that, in our earlier study (Menegas et al. 2017 ), we observed significant excitation during water delivery, but our later study found that these responses are diminished in the presence of sounds that masked the noise of water delivery (Menegas et al. 2018 ). These results together indicated that TS dopamine does not signal reward values. Instead, dopamine axons in TS were strongly activated by air puff (Fig. 4B, right ) or loud sound. The level of activation was modulated by the intensity of air puff or sound. Interestingly, TS dopamine axons were not activated by all negative events: They did not respond to bitter taste or reward omission (Fig. 4C) . We also found that these unique response properties are present not only at their axons but also at their cell bodies, indicating that these unique responses are not due to local modulations at the axons but reflect cellular activities (Menegas et al. 2018) .
Another striking difference between dopamine signals in VS and TS was found during novel odor learning ( Fig.  4D ; Menegas et al. 2017) . At the beginning of new cuereward associations, VS dopamine axons responded strongly to reward but not to the cue. As the learning proceeds, the magnitude of reward responses gradually decreased while that of cue response increased (Ljungberg et al. 1992; Mirenowicz and Schultz 1994; Stuber et al. 2008; Flagel et al. 2011 ). These learning-dependent changes occurred over the course of tens of trials in well trained animals (in some cases, even in 1-2 trials; Bromberg-Martin et al. 2010a; Babayan et al. 2018 ) although when the animal was first trained in an odor-reward association task, these changes occurred in a much longer timescale (over the course of several days) (Menegas et al. 2017) . In stark contrast, TS dopamine axons were activated strongly by a novel cue from the very first exposure of a naive animal, even before the animal experienced the associated outcome in the context (Menegas et al. 2017) . These response patterns gradually decreased over tens of trials. These responses were observed across different sensory modalities-olfactory, visual, and auditory (Menegas et al. 2018) , suggesting that they represent the novelty of sensory stimuli.
DIVERSITY-FUNCTIONS
The above studies revealed unique response properties of TS-projecting dopamine neurons: They are activated by a subset of negative events (e.g., air puff, loud sound) and novel stimuli. What are the functions of TS-projecting dopamine neurons? What do these negative events and novel stimuli have in common? We next addressed these questions (Menegas et al. 2018) .
Activation of canonical dopamine neurons has a rewarding effect-it increases the frequency of actions that lead to their activation (Tsai et al. 2009; Witten et al. 2011 ; Stein-berg and Janak 2013). Our finding that TS-projecting dopamine neurons are activated by a subset of negative events but not by reward indicated that they have different functions. We therefore first tested the effect of activating TSprojecting dopamine neurons ( Fig. 5 ; Menegas et al. 2018) . In a choice assay, mice were trained to nose poke into the central port and then move to the left or right choice port to obtain reward. In a block of trials, while receiving water reward, mice received a brief optogenetic stimulation of dopamine neurons in VS or TS. Stimulation in the VS biased the animal's choice toward the stimulated side, consistent with a rewarding effect. To our surprise, stimulation (Menegas et al. 2018) . (Bottom) Air puff trials (Menegas et al. 2017 ). (C ) Responses to three different negative outcomes (Menegas et al. 2018) . (D) Changes of activity during novel odor-reward associations (Menegas et al. 2017 ). (Adapted from Menegas et al. 2017 Menegas et al. , 2018 of dopamine axons in TS biased the animal's choice away from the stimulated side. Next we performed lesions of TSprojecting dopamine neurons using a neurotoxin, 6-hydroxydopamine. In the choice assay, if one side is associated with negative outcomes such as air puff, bitter taste, or a reduction of water, normal animals bias their choices away from it. After lesioning TS-projecting dopamine neurons, however, mice lost their bias away from air puff, although their baseline activities remained unimpaired. Interestingly, the lesioned mice were able to learn to avoid the side associated with bitter taste or a reduction of reward, mirroring the response properties of TS-projecting dopamine neurons. Furthermore, microinjection of a dopamine D1 receptor antagonist into TS impaired their ability to learn from air puff. Of note, in the optogenetic stimulation experiment, the timing of optogenetic stimulation of TSprojecting dopamine neurons (during outcome) are segregated from the timing of choice. Thus, these results are consistent with the possibility that dopamine in TS acts as a reinforcement signal that alters their future behaviors to facilitate avoidance of threatening stimuli, although we cannot completely rule out the possibility that it also modulates ongoing behaviors.
The above results showed a critical role of dopamine in the TS in avoidance learning. Aforementioned results also showed that TS-projecting dopamine neurons are activated by novelty. These novelty responses are difficult to understand in terms of "novelty bonus" or "motivational salience." First, novelty bonus refers to an extra value added to an object to facilitate exploration. However, the response properties of TS-projecting dopamine neurons do not encode reward value in the first place. Furthermore, the lack of responses to reward is inconsistent with the representation of motivational salience, which was originally characterized as a response to stimuli of both positive and negative valence.
So what do these novelty responses of TS dopamine represent? What is the relationship between the novelty response and avoidance learning? When animals encounter a novel object, they often show bouts of careful approach and quick retreat-much like "weal and woe" described by William James (1890). Such behaviors were also characterized as risk assessment behavior. In our experiments (Menegas et al. 2018) , mice showed this approach-retreat behavior for a long period of time often lasting >10 min following a first encounter with a novel object (Fig. 6) . After lesioning TS-projecting dopamine neurons, their interactions with a novel object were greatly altered. At the very initial interactions, they showed normal, short bouts of approach-retreat behaviors. Subsequently, however, they quickly lost this cautious behavior and showed much longer interactions with the novel object. The number of approaches was unaltered but the duration of interaction per bout was increased after a few minutes. These results indicated that TS-projecting dopamine neurons play a critical role in "maintaining" careful approach-retreat behaviors. Potentially, TS-projecting dopamine neurons specifically signal a threatening aspect of novelty: They are activated when the animal "recognizes" a novel object and act as a reinforcement signal to facilitate retreat behaviors in future bouts, much like a reinforcement signal for avoidance in the choice assay. Consistent with this view, we found that TS-projecting dopamine neurons are activated at the time when the animal is in proximity to a novel object (at the timing of updating), but not when they start approaching. Furthermore, optogenetic stimulation of TS-projecting dopamine neurons recovered short bouts of approach-retreat behaviors against a familiar object. Importantly, short bouts of interactions lasted even after optogenetic stimulation was turned off. These results indicated that dopamine in TS regulates the animal's retreat behaviors during novelty interactions by functioning as a reinforcement signal to maintain quick retreat from a novel object.
In total, these results indicate that TS dopamine may encode external threats and acts as a reinforcement signal to facilitate avoidance behaviors. Hence, the canonical dopamine system and TS dopamine system may regulate et al. 2018.) competing drives that lead to reward seeking and threat avoidance, respectively.
ALGORITHM FOR LEARNING FROM DIFFERENT OUTCOMES
As discussed above, VS-projecting dopamine neurons are activated by positive outcomes, whereas they are inhibited by negative outcomes. They show the three features of TD error responses as defined above. During learning, they gradually acquire responses to a novel reward predictor. Activation of VS-projecting dopamine neurons acts as a positive reinforcement. The theoretical framework of reinforcement learning, thus, provides a solid basis for understanding dopamine in VS (see Fig. 8A, left) . In contrast, TS dopamine differs from VS dopamine in many ways. First, activation of these neurons facilitated avoidance of events that led to a dopamine release in TS. Second, TS-projecting dopamine neurons are activated by a subset of negative events but not by reward. These responses may represent TD error signals not for reward but for threats; however, they do not strictly follow the predictions of TD learning: They did not show a "dip" when the predicted air puff was omitted and they were strongly activated by novel stimuli before the animal learns whether it is a good predictor of a good or bad outcome. Instead of seeing these "violations" as the evidence against TD learning, these unique response properties can be seen as adaptive changes of TD learning specialized for threat (see Fig. 8A, right) , working in concert with the canonical reinforcement learning system in the VS that learns more general outcome values. In natural environments, it is often life-threatening if an animal erroneously approaches a dangerous object (e.g., predator). Thus, it is sensible to increase the "carefulness" or "timidity" against a novel object at the beginning of the interaction (i.e., default of threat prediction is high). Moreover, once the animal learns that a certain stimulus predicts danger, it is sensible not to erase that memory too quickly (i.e., omission of threat does not actively cause weakening of threat prediction). The "violations" of TD error responses by TS dopamine could be seen as achieving conservative and more adaptive approaches for learning about threatening stimuli. Seen in this way, the reinforcement learning framework can still provide a basic framework for understanding TS dopamine: TS dopamine signals threat prediction errors and reinforces threat prediction that in turn maintain avoidance behaviors. In other words, dopamine in VS and TS share common mechanisms at the algorithmic level.
In total, these results indicate that there are at least two axes of reinforcement learning in the striatum, one for learning about outcome values through RPEs (or value prediction errors) and the other for learning about external threats through threat prediction errors. Having separate learning systems would be advantageous because each can have different parameters for learning optimized for different objectives-such as how quickly learning should take place (i.e., learning rate) and how they should react under uncertainty such as when they encounter a novel object.
WHAT IS THE POSTERIOR "TAIL"
OF STRIATUM?
Different regions of the striatum receive distinct sets of inputs from the neocortex, thalamus, and amygdala. These inputs are then interfaced with different dopamine signals, and they together constrain functions of each striatal re- Menegas et al. 2018.) gion. The posterior "tail" of the striatum (TS) lies at the most posterior part of the striatum and receives input from the auditory and visual cortices while it is devoid of input from the motor and somatosensory cortices. It has been regarded as the "sensory" striatum (Xiong et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2018) . In recent studies that sought to partition the striatum using unsupervised classification based on their cortical inputs, the TS emerged as the fourth region that receives a unique set of inputs in addition to the three commonly used regions (ventral, dorsomedial, and dorsolateral) ( Fig. 7 ; Hintiryan et al. 2016; Hunnicutt et al. 2016) . Furthermore, these four striatal regions receive distinct input from the thalamus (Hunnicutt et al. 2016) . Auditory and visual stimuli can signal potential threats from a remote source. The TS is well positioned to detect and modulate these sensory inputs predicting potential threats. Dopamine signals encoding threat or novelty may assist associative learning or boost information flow from the TS to its downstream structures.
COMPARTMENTALIZATION OF STRIATUM BASED ON DOPAMINE SIGNALS
Increasing evidence, including that discussed above, indicates that different regions of the striatum receive distinct dopamine signals. Dopamine signals activated by reward are widespread in the striatum (Menegas et al. 2017 ) but devoid in some areas such as TS and some part of DS (Menegas et al. 2017 (Menegas et al. , 2018 Howe and Dombeck 2016) . Dopamine signals in the DS tend to be modulated also by an animal's movement or choice (Howe and Dombeck 2016; Parker et al. 2016; Kim and Uchida 2017) (also see relevant data from SNc; Jin and Costa 2010; Barter et al. 2015; Kim et al. 2015) . Complementary to these studies are recent findings demonstrating distinct effects of optogenetic stimulation of dopamine subpopulations (Howe and Dombeck 2016; da Silva et al. 2018; Keiflin et al. 2018; Menegas et al. 2018; Saunders et al. 2018 ).
An emerging view from these recent results is that the striatum is parceled into multiple compartments with each receiving a unique set of dopamine signals. At present, it remains unclear how many compartments exist and whether there are clear boundaries (i.e., whether these compartments are truly discrete or dopamine signals gradually change throughout the striatum). Some previous studies have hinted discrete boundaries. Dopamine axons projecting to the TS are constrained within this region and do not spread into more anterior areas such as the DLS. Furthermore, the unique response properties of certain dopamine axons-strong activation by external threats and novelty but negligible activation by reward-is again restricted to the TS (Menegas et al. 2018) . Although other dopamine neuron populations project to more or less restricted areas in the striatum and different responses were observed across areas, whether dopamine axons are truly Hunnicutt et al. 2016.) segregated in a compartmental fashion remains to be clarified Lerner et al. 2015; de Jong et al. 2019) . Of note, a recent study found that there is a small patch of the ventral striatum (ventromedial shell) that receives dopamine input which is activated by unexpected aversive outcomes and to cues that predict them (de Jong et al. 2019) . A compartmental organization of a dopamine-recipient area was first noticed in the fruit fly, Drosophila (Owald and Waddell 2015; Cohn et al. 2015) . In this species, the area called mushroom body receives dopamine inputs. The mushroom body is parceled into several compartments that are innervated by dopamine input encoding different signals such as punishment and reward (Fig.  8B) . Interestingly, some of these compartments correspond to different kinds of reward (water, sweet, or nutrient) or short-versus long-term memory of reward (Burke et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2012; Huetteroth et al. 2015; Yamagata et al. 2015) . Axons of Kenyon cells, which convey olfactory information, travel through several compart- ments-that is, a single axon conveying sensory information can be modulated by different dopamine signals at each compartment in a relatively independent manner (Cohn et al. 2015) . Subsequently, neurons in the mushroom body (mushroom body output neurons, MBON) in each compartment control corresponding behaviors such as approach and avoidance (Fig. 8B) .
It is noteworthy that although neurons in a given cortical area tend to project to a specific striatal region, some cortical areas arborize across multiple subareas, often longitudinally in the striatum in mammals ( Fig. 8C ; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic 1985; Mailly et al. 2013; Seger 2013; Hunnicutt et al. 2016) . For instance, neurons in the auditory and visual cortices project mainly to the TS but some axons project more anteriorly, with some reaching all the way to the anterior part of the DMS (Hunnicutt et al. 2016) . These anatomical observations indicate that axons of single cortical neurons may interact with multiple compartments in the striatum receiving different dopamine signals even in mammals. Thus, across different species, dopamine systems may have remarkable similarities in the basic organization and the modes of functioning.
CONCLUSION
Recent studies have provided firm evidence supporting the diversity of dopamine neurons. Importantly, dopamine neurons projecting to different targets signal distinct information, and regulate different aspects of behavior. An emerging picture from these studies is that different compartments of the dopamine-recipient area-striatum in mammals and mushroom body in fruit flies-control different needs of the animal such as approaching to reward and avoiding dangers supported by distinct associative memories.
Compared to the VS (canonical dopamine system) and TS (threat learning system), functions of dopamine in the DS (dorsomedial and DLS) are less understood theoretically. At a glance, the existing data on dopamine in the DS appear to indicate that it requires different conceptual and theoretical frameworks than reinforcement learning. Given that functions of dopamine in VS and TS can be understood in the framework of prediction error-based reinforcement learning, however, it would be worthwhile to explore the possibility that functions of other parts of the striatum-dorsomedial and DLS-can also be understood similarly in the framework of reinforcement learning (Nakahara 2014; Lau et al. 2017; Gardner et al. 2018) . Another important question is how the activities of neurons in different compartments are coordinated or integrated to ultimately trigger a coherent behavior to resolve conflicts between different needs ("weal and woe"). Gathering and integrating new findings on diversity of dopamine neurons will be indispensable to truly understand the function of dopamine systems in adaptive behaviors.
